
From production scheduling to shop-floor control and conflict 
detec tion, planeus is the one-stop solution of all things manu-
facturing.

planeus strives to unlock full production power and transparency in 
the day-to-day operations for manufacturers of all sizes.

Together with ERP systems, planeus enhances the information flow 
across the entire business life-cycle in the manufacturing industry.

Role-based Modular Structure

planeus is the modern incarnation of a Manufacturing Execution System (MES). 
It delivers the right information, to the right person, at the right time.

These user roles are highly-customizable and you can create your own roles by mix-and-matching different modules.

Transparency for Everyone

A planning software brings transparency to manufacturing 
planners. But in planeus, we go one step further:  
We bring transparency to everyone.

planeus doesn‘t just log all data and show it in one shape and 
size. Instead, it decentralizes and presents easily digestible 
information based on the different user roles mentioned above.

Everyone is now on the same page with just the right amount 
of data.

A cloud-based, integration-ready solution 
for production planning and management

Worker: 
I understand all my curent 
and pending tasks and 
can ask for back orders if 
needed.

Manager: 
I have a comprehesive 
overview of the current 
situation.

Project Manager: 
I have clear foresight and 
control over my projects at 
hand.

External Partner: 
I see everything on my 
part and can send out 
my updates instantly.

Production Planner: 
I have full access to my 
production plans and can 
manage them at one glance.

The Outer Ring = User Role presets 
The Inner Ring = planeus Modules
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Critical Manufacturing KPIs

Manufacturing KPIs, including Capacity Utilization rate 
and On-Time Delivery Rate (OTDR) are core elements of 
a successful manufacturing plan.

They are visualized by planeus on a set of lists and 
charts on a highly customizable and userfriendly 
interface.

These statistics will let you truly understand the current 
progress, and also amplify the power of your automated 
structure when combined with other solutions.

Manufacturing On-the-go

All modules in planeus are prebuilt with a mobile 
interface.

As a web-based manufacturing software, planeus 
runs on all devices, pushing notifications, alerts and 
critical updates to the users, anytime and anywhere.

Real-time Shop Floor Data Collection (SFDC)

Workbench Terminal and Workbench are our key modules to 
effective and paperless shop floor management.

Even with zero training, workers can instantly input production 
data using Workbench Terminal’s intuitive interface. On the 
other hand, managers can also send in additional orders and 
instructions to them in real-time.

Workbench closes the control loop and keeps the production 
lifeline running, bringing efficiency back to on-site operations.

Born Integration-ready

planeus is ready to be the bridge between any ERP 
systems and manufacturers with its modular and 
flexible structure. 

Whether it's the order data from ERP systems or IoT data 
on the shop floor. planeus manages and processes the 

data for users on all devices. 

Integrating planeus into ERP systems is simply 
frustration-free. 

With over 20 years of experience,  
our integration experts and customer service 

teams are here to tailor-made the best 
solutions based on what you need.



Who is behind planeus?

planeus is the brainchild of th data GmbH.

Located in the heart of the Kreuzberg District, our office is on 
the bank of the beautiful Landwehr Canal in Berlin — the city of 
innovation.

We are an international team of highly qualified employees 
with expertises in computer science, design, engineering and 
economics.

What we do

We combine both our experience and enthusiasm in all of 
our projects.

As a company young in heart, we believe in agile methods 
and modern development environments, as well as important 
vaules such as flat hierarchies and work-life balance.

Our Partners

Our partners range from SMMs to world-renowned industry leaders. 
Despite different business scales and backgrounds, they place trust on planeus - as their go-to planning solution:

Let‘s talk!
Reach us by email: 
info@thdata.de

Reach us by phone: 
+49 30 28 44 99 80

Our Address: 
Paul-Lincke-Ufer 34 
10999 Berlin, Germany


